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SAP Cloud Readiness Assessment
Overview
The benefits of cloud computing are well known. However, migrating to the cloud 
requires careful planning to ensure you’re getting the best value, and service to 
meet your ROI expectations. Your cloud strategy should consider critical issues 
such as organization design, the composition of the selection and design team, 
application migration priorities, team skills, training, infrastructure best practices, 
and procedures for change control.

Key Assessment Considerations:
•  How aggressive is the strategy and what are the expectations on return? 
•  Which applications are believed to be on-premise only? 
•  Which applications are priorities for migration? 
•  What compliance and security concerns apply to your data and applications? 
•  What is your on-premise infrastructure strategy; right size and right site?

Service Highlights 
Crosstek will share how cloud transformation has delivered numerous benefits to 
businesses, and which ones apply most to you. Your Cloud Readiness Assessment 
will give you the knowledge you need to take the next step in your cloud journey 
with the following deliverables:

1. Cloud Readiness Scorecard 
 •  Current architecture and infrastructure versus cloud capabilities 
 •  Strategic scoring of SAP and non-SAP applications and integration scope 
 •  Security and compliance

2. Cloud Platform Objectives 
 •  OS and DB platform standards 
 •  Application upgrades and database migrations 
 •  Application-led transformation opportunities

3. Additional Options 
 •  Organization Assessment — Recommended for cloud “newcomers” 
 •   Financial Assessment — In-depth estimate of savings based on 

infrastructure, licensing, labor (project, maintenance, and support)

SAP Assurance Program



Crosstek’s team of highly-skilled SAP consultants have real-world application 

experience across many industries. We are accustomed to being called into 

challenging environments, applying point solutions to eliminate pain, laying the 

groundwork for sustainable solutions and a roadmap for digital transformation.

Crosstek specializes in SAP migrations, white-glove managed services, and  

analytic solutions. Through our holistic approach and custom service offering, 

we are defining a new level of operational excellence and managed service  

support. Fast Forward to Awesome™
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